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What

A tradition in the TikiWiki community, a TikiFest is when there is a meeting between at least 2 TikiWiki contributors that don't usually meet. This is an opportunity, usually, to drink adult beverages, get some laptops out and code wildly in group sessions and/or discuss about wiki technology and culture, etc. depending the mood and context. It is a great opportunity for Tiki users and Tiki power users to meet some of the developers and learn more stuff ✗

Those that can't attend physically will participate online (bug tracker, chat, forums, mailing lists and the wiki of course)

This TikiFest will be in collaboration with codeFest PHP Quebec 3.0 http://codefest.ws

This will also be the time to finalize and launch TikiWiki 3.0!

When

- Friday May 1st 19:00-22:00 (social/casual/unofficial warm-up)
- Saturday May 2nd 9:00-18:00 (codeFest)
- Sunday May 3rd 9:00-18:00 (codeFest)

Who

- Marc Laporte
- Nelson Ko
- Jonny B (remote from London, hopefully with others)
- Xavi (remote from Barcelona)
- You?

Plan

1.1.1. Finish as much as possible of the stuff from TikiFest2009-
Montreal 3.0 has got to ship!

1.1.2. Finish profiles

There are 5 profiles in the installer
http://profiles.tiki.org/Profiles_in_30_installer

The profiles are incomplete. HELP HELP HELP is needed to finish them up.

This is a good model:
http://profiles.tiki.org/Company_Intranet

1.1.3. Documentation for Tiki 3

Improve as much as possible documentation for Tiki3: at least http://doc.tiki.org/Tiki3, and if possible, many places where "version 3.0"specific info + screenshots should be added. No coding skills required!

Where

Helm - 273 Bernard W. in Montreal, Canada and online

Please, use the main channel "tikifests" for streaming, if possible, to avoid spreading videos over too many places. Ask any admin for the account details to streaming through the tikiwiki account at ustream.tv.

Related

http://codefest.ws